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Based on the literature, different expectations
arise. Some findings predict that hesitation behavior
could be consistent across languages, as suggested
by [4], while other findings predict that speakers
adapt their hesitation behavior when speaking in
another language. [10] demonstrates that the number
and duration of silent pauses remain stable in
speakers’ first (L1) and second (L2) language. Filled
pauses might behave similarly. However, research
on language fluency shows that while L2 speakers
do not use more silent pauses than L1 speakers, they
do use more filled pauses [5]. This implies that the
number of filled pauses may differ across one’s
languages. Research on fluency also shows that L2
learners decrease their use of filled pauses over time
[12, 16]. This suggests that the speakers in our study
might use fewer filled pauses in their L2 than less
advanced L2 learners, decreasing the variation in the
use of filled pauses across their L1 and L2. Three
years in an English-speaking environment might
decrease between-language differences even more.
Regarding the phonetic realization of filled
pauses, Flege’s Speech Learning Model (SLM) [7]
predicts that L2 learners only adapt their
pronunciation to a more native-like one if they
perceive that the sound is different from a sound in
their L1. Since the vowels in filled pauses are
realized quite similarly in Dutch and English [6, 20]
and filled pauses are a relatively unconscious part of
language [4], the SLM predicts that Dutch L1
speakers do not adapt their vowel realizations when
speaking English. However, the more proficient L2
learners become, the easier they are able to perceive
subtle sound differences, and the more likely they
are to adopt a more native-like pronunciation [19]. A
more noticeable feature to L2 learners is the
preference in English to end filled pauses with a
bilabial nasal (um), while in Dutch, uh is preferred
[6]. According to the SLM, speakers should
therefore be more prone to show between-language
differences in their um:uh proportions than in their
realizations of the vowel. For both um:uh proportion
and vowel realization, we expect between-language
differences to increase over time.
Overall, we expect that speakers are consistent in
their use of filled pauses across languages on
number per minute and duration, but show changes
in their spectral realizations.

ABSTRACT
We investigated the speaker-specificity of filled
pauses across languages and time. The filled pauses
uh and um contain speaker-specific information in a
speaker’s native language. Since speakers are
relatively unaware of their hesitation behavior, it
might transfer from their first (L1) to their second
language (L2). We examined filled pauses using
several phonetic-acoustic features in spontaneous
L1 Dutch and L2 English speech of 20 female
speakers, recorded at two times, three years apart.
Using linear mixed-effects models, we found that
speakers differ in their first and second formants of
uh and um in L1 versus L2, while duration and
fundamental frequency remain stable. Speaker
classification models trained on filled pauses in one
language perform worse – but still relatively well –
on the other language. With the exception of a few
speakers, hesitation behavior remained stable over
time. In spite of L1-L2 differences, some speaker
characteristics of filled pauses remain.
Keywords: forensic phonetics, hesitation markers,
speaker-specificity, second language acquisition
1. INTRODUCTION
Individual speakers have distinct and consistent
patterns in their usage of the filled pauses uh and um
[e.g. 3, 9, 11, 14]. Clark and Fox Tree [4] mention
that “speakers of English as a second language often
import fillers from their first language” (p. 93).
However, empirical research investigating this claim
is limited. Hence, this study addresses the following
research questions:
1. Are speakers consistent in their hesitation
behavior across languages?
2. How does hesitation behavior change with
second language development?
We study these questions in a population of Dutch
students living in a multilingual community with
English as the lingua franca, whose proficiency in
English is relatively high [17]. We used recordings
made during the first and last semester of a threeyear period. Prior studies show that these students
converge towards a shared English accent over time
[18, 19].
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(F1, F2, F3) of the filled pause over the
middle 50% of the vowel (in Hz);
• the number of filled pauses per minute;
• the um:uh proportions.
Spectral measurements were performed in Praat.
Measurement errors (max. 6% per feature), as well
as outliers (max. 3% per feature), were excluded.
Outliers were determined by visual inspection of the
histograms against a normal distribution. For the
analysis of F0, low values indicating creak on the
vowel (1%) were also excluded.

2. MATERIALS AND METHOD
2.1. Speakers

We selected 20 female speakers with Standard
Dutch as L1 from the Longitudinal Corpus of
University College English Accents (LUCEA),
collected in 2010-2013 by Orr and Quené [17]. The
speakers were students from University College
Utrecht, who were recorded on multiple occasions
over the course of three years. During this time, the
students lived on campus – a multilingual
community with English as the lingua franca.
University Colleges select their students based on
English language proficiency, which has to be at a
level similar to B1 in the Common European
Framework of Reference. The selected speakers thus
form a relatively homogeneous group in terms of
age, gender, education level, L1 background, L2
proficiency, and linguistic environment.

2.4. Statistical analyses

Linear mixed-effects models were used to
investigate the effects of the fixed factors Language
(Dutch, English) and Time (recording 1, 5) on the
acoustic measurements: duration, F0, and F1~3. For
modeling, the lmer() function from the lme4 package
[1] was used. Significance was evaluated through
likelihood ratio testing with stepwise inclusion of
predictors. In the random part of the model, in
addition to by-speaker intercepts, the effect of
maximization of the random structure on model fit
was evaluated for each final model. Modeling was
done separately for uh and um. As reference levels,
Dutch and recording 1 were used (treatment-coding).
Number of filled pauses per minute was
calculated using recording duration, and compared
between languages and recordings using log-linear
regression via the glmer() function from the lme4
package [1]. The um:uh proportions were analyzed
using logistic regression through the same function.
Finally, linear discriminant analysis (LDA) was
used to evaluate speaker classification performance
under different conditions, based on the language
spoken and the moment of recording. As predictors,
the acoustic measurements duration, F0, and F1~3
were entered. For the LDAs, the filled pauses uh and
um were analyzed together to increase the number of
instances per speaker. Therefore, instead of duration
of the entire filled pause, the more comparable
measurement vowel duration was used. Vowel
duration was log-transformed to better meet the
normality criterion. The classifications were crossvalidated using leave-one-out validation, and the
model’s structure coefficients were examined to find
the predictors contributing most to the classification
outcome. Speakers with fewer than six filled pauses
in a certain language at a certain time were excluded
from the analysis. This led to the exclusion of one to
three speakers per LDA (5−15%).

2.2. Recordings

The LUCEA corpus consists of multiple speaking
tasks [see 17], of which we selected a task where the
students were asked to speak about an informal topic
for two minutes; first in L1 Dutch and then in L2
English. The order of the languages was not
counterbalanced. This could have caused practice
effects in the data [8], since some students talked
about the same topics in both languages. In such
cases, speakers are expected to use fewer filled
pauses in the L2 than without practice.
The students were recorded five times over the
course of three years [17]. In this study, only the
first and fifth recordings of the selected speakers
were used, since these recordings are expected to
show the largest development over time.
The recordings were made in a quiet furnished
room with eight different microphones [see 17]. We
used the recordings of the close-talking headset, to
keep a consistent distance to the speaker’s mouth.
2.3. Segmentation and measurements

The filled pauses uh and um were segmented
manually in Praat [2], separating the vowel and
optional nasal part. The total number of filled pauses
was 1,472, of which 826 (56%) were uh. Each
speaker contributed 74 filled pauses on average
(ranging from 25 to 121).
The following measurements were taken:
• the duration of the filled pause incl. or excl.
the optional nasal (in ms);
• the mean fundamental frequency (F0) of the
filled pause over the middle 50% (in Hz);
• the mean first, second, and third formant
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speaker intercepts and by-speaker slopes for
Language and Time. The speakers’ F2 was 43 Hz
lower in English for the uh vowel (SE = 14.7, t =
−2.9) and 41 Hz lower for the um vowel (SE = 15.6,
t = −2.7). Figure 1 illustrates that individual speakers
varied in their F1 and F2 random intercepts of uh.
The intercepts for F3 of the uh and um vowels
were 2,717 Hz and 2,725 Hz, respectively. For the
uh vowel, the optimal model included the fixed
factor Time (χ2(1) = 5.8, p < .05), by-speaker
random intercepts and by-speaker slopes for Time.
After three years, the speakers’ F3 was on average 7
Hz higher, but this was not significant (SE = 5.0, t =
1.5). For the um vowel, adding the predictors Time
or Language did not improve the model (χ2(1) ≤
0.79, p ≥ .38). By-speaker random intercepts showed
between-speaker variation in F3 of both uh (range:
−217 – 308 Hz) and um (range: −327 – 288 Hz).

3. RESULTS
3.1. Modeling of acoustic features

The intercept for uh duration was 300 ms and 492
ms for um. Adding the predictors Time or Language
did not improve the uh or um models (χ2(1) ≤ 1.08, p
≥ .30). By-speaker random intercepts showed that
speakers varied in their durations of uh (range: −57 –
90 ms) and um (range: −100 – 209 ms).
The F0 intercept was 187 Hz, both for uh and um.
For both hesitation markers, adding the predictors
Time or Language did not improve the models (χ2(1)
≤ 0.83, p ≥ .36). By-speaker random intercepts
showed that speakers differed somewhat in F0 of
both uh (range: −27 – 18 Hz) and um (range: −27 –
17 Hz).
The intercepts for F1 of the uh and um vowels
were 604 Hz and 629 Hz, respectively. The optimal
models included the fixed factors Language (χ2(2) ≥
29.0, p < .001) and Time (χ2(2) ≥ 4.1, p < .05), byspeaker intercepts and for um by-speaker slopes for
Time. In English, speakers’ F1 of uh was on average
37 Hz higher than in Dutch (SE = 6.0, t = 6.2), and
of the um vowel 39 Hz higher (SE = 6.5, t = 6.0). At
time 5, speakers’ F1 of uh was on average 4 Hz
higher than at time 1 (SE = 1.5, t = 2.4). For um, the
increase in F1 over time was not significant.

3.2. Modeling of count features

The final model’s intercept showed that speakers
used 8.7 filled pauses per minute. The model
included the factor Language (χ2(1) = 4.1, p < .05),
reflecting that speakers used less filled pauses in
English (7.4/minute). By-speaker random intercepts
showed speaker variation between 5.0 and 12.7
filled pauses per minute.
The back-transformed intercept for the um:uh
proportion was 0.76. The optimal model also
included the fixed factor Language (χ2(1) = 40.2, p <
.001), altering the um:uh proportions to 1.10 for
English. In the random part, by-speaker intercepts
and by-speaker slopes for Language were included.
Figure 2 shows the by-speaker um:uh proportions.

Figure 1: Caterpillar plots of by-speaker random
intercepts (F1 of uh; upper) and by-speaker random
intercepts plus by-speaker slopes for Language and
Time (F2 of uh; lower).

Figure 2: Proportions of um and uh by speaker, per
language and per recording time.

3.3. Reflection on mixed-effects modeling

The results of the mixed-effects models show that
some features remained stable across languages (i.e.
number, duration, F0, F3), whereas others varied by
language (i.e. F1, F2, um:uh proportions).

The intercepts for F2 of the vowels in uh and um
were 1,648 Hz and 1,633 Hz, respectively. For both
hesitation markers, the optimal models included the
fixed factor Language (χ2(2) ≥ 14.9, p < .001), by609

The acoustic parameters were used for speaker
classification to assess how hesitation markers may
contribute to between-language (forensic) speaker
comparisons. The vowel formants were expected to
contribute most to the models because of their high
speaker-specificity [e.g. 13, 15]. Since time
differences seemed minimal, excepting results from
a few speakers (see section 3.1), we predicted that a
model built on data from recording 1 would perform
quite well on recording 5. Because language effects
were more prominent, we expected a model trained
on one language to perform worse on the other.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONLUSION
We assessed whether speakers are consistent in their
hesitation behavior across languages, and how this
develops over time. Results showed that filled
pauses in speakers’ L1 and L2 differed in a number
of features. Over time, their filled pauses in either
language showed only small changes.
When talking English, the Dutch altered the F1
and F2 of their filled pauses. The vowels were
pronounced more open and more back in English
than in Dutch. Also, the speakers used um relatively
more often than uh in English, as native English
speakers do [6]. Apparently, the students’ L2
proficiency was high enough to perceive differences
between Dutch and English filled pauses and use
them in their L2 speech, already at T1.
Other features of hesitation behavior remained
consistent in L1 and L2. The consistency in duration
of filled pauses is in line with the findings of [10] on
silent pauses. The finding that the speakers did not
use more filled pauses in their L2, as predicted by
[5], can be explained in two ways. Firstly, this can
be explained by the speakers’ high L2 proficiency
[12, 16]. Secondly, practice effects could have
caused a lower number of filled pauses in the second
speaking task, which was in the L2. Overall,
speakers did not alter their F0 and F3 when speaking
in the L2. Whereas F1 and F2 are highly dependent
on the nature of the target sound, F0 and F3 are less
dependent on the target [13, 15]. Filled pauses were
mostly consistent over time, but some speakers’ F1
and F3 changed within both languages.
The LDAs showed that the formants (F1~3) were
the best-performing features in speaker classification
models, which is in line with previous findings [9,
13, 15]. When comparing classification performance
across languages and across time, we found that the
speakers made most adaptations on exactly these
features, especially on F1 and F2. The formants’
instability over languages and time forms a
challenge for speaker-specificity, as it causes lower
within-speaker consistency.
Speakers are not fully consistent in their use of
filled pauses across languages, but partially adapt to
the characteristics of the L2. Still, some speakerdependent information remains in filled pauses.
Future research on a larger speaker set will extend
these results using a likelihood ratio approach.

3.3. Linear Discriminant Analyses

Models built on either Dutch or English at one
moment in time performed worse on the other
language recorded at the same time (see table 1).
When Dutch data from recording time 1 (T1) were
used for training, cross-validated speaker
classification performance on Dutch data from T1
was 44% correct, whereas performance on T1
English data was 38% (chance level = 5%). When
training on T1 English data, performance was 46%
correct on English and 31% on Dutch. Comparable
results were obtained with data from T5.
Table 1: Speaker classification performance of LDA
models (trained on one language at T1 or T5) on the
same language and on the other language at that time.

Trained on Dutch:
(T1)
(T5)
Dutch
44%
44%
English
38%
29%

Trained on English:
(T1)
(T5)
31%
31%
46%
45%

Models built on data from either T1 or T5
performed worse on within-language data from the
other time (see table 2). For instance, training on
Dutch T1 data gave 47% correct classification on
Dutch at T1, but 25% at T5. Results on the other
within-language comparisons showed the same
advantage of training data Time.
Table 2: Speaker classification performance of LDA
models (trained on T1 or T5 in one language) on the
same time and on the other time in that language.

Time 1
Time 5

Trained on time 1:
(NL)
(EN)
47%
48%
25%
23%

Trained on time 5:
(NL)
(EN)
26%
29%
43%
45%
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In both types of models, the formants (F1~3)
carried most weight, and to a lesser extent F0.
Duration had a minimal contribution.
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